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AkaashVani full movie in hindi dubbed free download hd
1080p. Movie date: 1st February 2019, Director: Utpalendu
Dasgupta, Producer: Vinay Dahiya, Cinematographer: Rana
Dasgupta, Costume Designer: Rajeev Bhattacharya, Editor:
Rohit Roy, Composer: Narendra Shetty, Lead actress: Kartik
Aaryan, Aastha Chanchal, Sara Ali Khan Recommended For
You Saturday, December 22, 2018 Upcoming Movies Plot:
Kartik Aaryan (Sonam Kapoor) and Sara Ali Khan (Aditi Rao

Hydari) are newly weds, and quite happy with each other, after
having been together for several years. Kartik believes that he
is a protector of his wife and older sister. However, outside of

their home, Kartik has a secret identity which is a boxer. Kartik
is angry when he finds that his secret has been leaked and
there is now a rumour that he is a traitor. Once while in the

boxing ring, Kartik is threatened by an opponent who believes
that Kartik has been double crossing him. The rumour turns to
reality when Kartik is kidnapped. He tries to call for help but

his mobile phone has been tampered with and he is forced to
try to contact his father-in-law and the High Commissioner to

get help. Things do not go as planned though and Kartik is
kidnapped to the city of Mumbai. He is then introduced to the

world of politics where he realises he has been up against
powerful people. After a series of events, Kartik goes

underground to recover his kidnapped wife. About upcomming
movies Upcoming Movies Plot: Kartik Aaryan (Sonam Kapoor)

and Sara Ali Khan (Aditi Rao Hydari) are newly weds, and quite
happy with each other, after having been together for several

years. Kartik believes that he is a protector of his wife and
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older sister. However, outside of their home, Kartik has a
secret identity which is a boxer. Kartik is angry when he finds

that his secret has been leaked and there is now a rumour that
he is a traitor 6d1f23a050
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